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"He that studies and writes on the improvements of the
Arts and Sciences labours to benefit generations yet
unborn, for it is not probable that his contemporaries
will pay any attention to him, especially those of his
relations, friends, and intimates; therefore improve
ments progress so slowly.
These words of Oliver Evans reflect the disappointments and frustra
tions of a man who had spent much of his life battling for acceptance of his
inventions and then seeking redress through the courts when those who made
use of his labor saving devices denied him both credit and recompense.
This situation is not uncommon! for indifference, if not actual hostility,
is often the lot of the man who attempts to break the cake of custom.
Evans was born into an agrarian society which was generally
content to plow its land and harvest its crops in the time-tested ways of
the past. The craftsman, the miller, and the petty industrialist of mideighteenth century America were also tradition-bound. The grist mills
which were operating near the Evans farm were not greatly different from
those described by the Roman architect Vitruvius3 writing in the First
Century B.C. Like the mills of Ancient Rome, those on Red Clay Creek which
ground the grain of nearby farms and those on the Brandywine which were
already engaged in merchant milling, and drawing wheat from Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and Virginia, used water power only to turn the mill stones. All
other operations were performed by hand.
Oliver Evans introduced inventions and mill improvements which
revolutionized the milling of flour and produced the first automatic mill
in the world. He became one of America's first important designers and

-2builders of steam engines, and designed a workable steam locomotive while
still in his teens. He tried in vain to obtain backing for steam vehicles
for use on rails and on highways, but he did build one steam-propelled
wagon which moved through the streets of Philadelphia ii^J302^ Here was
a man whose theories of mechanics and hydrostatics and whose practical work
in hydraulics are still valid; a man whose grasp of thermo-dynamics was in
advance of his time. But Evans was little understood by his contemporaries
and has been little appreciated by later generations.
Oliver Evans was born on September 1 3 , 1755j at Newport, New
Castle County, in the Crown Colony of Delaware, of Welch, Dutch, and Swedish
ancestry. His father was first a shoemaker and then a yeoman farmer who
raised his twelve children on an extensive farm on the east side of Red Clay
Creek. There is little reliable information about the early years of Oliver
Evans, but his later writings indicate that he managed to get a good education
for his day. He was, for a time, an apprentice to a wheelwright, and it is
here that he probably learned the rudiments of mechanics, for wheelwrights
and millwrights were the engineers of that day.
Like all inventors Evans was endowed with a curiosity beyond the
common run of men. He was familiar with the wheels and gearing which drew
mechanical energy from flowing water, and he began to devise ways of increas
ing the efficiency of this ancient process. But even as a young man, he
began to look beyond wind and water power for a source of unlimited and
untiring power. At the age of 17 an incident occurred which pointed the way.
He later described this experience as follows:
"But one of my brothers informing me, on a Christmas
evening, that he had that day been in company with a
neighboring blacksmith's boy, who, for amusement, had
stopped up the touch-hole of a gun-barrel, then put

-3into it about a gill of water, and rammed down a
tight wadding; after which they put the breech-end
of it into the smith's fire, when it discharged it
self with as loud a crack as if it had been loaded
with gunpowder. It immediately occurred to me that
there was a power capable of propelling any waggon,
provided that I could apply it; and I set myself to
work to find out the means of doing so, I laboured
for some time without success; at length, a book fell
into my hands, describing the old atmospheric engine.
I was astonished to observe that they had so far erred
as to use the steam only to form a vacuum, to apply the
mere pressure of the atmosphere, instead of applying the
elastic power of steam, for original motion; a power
which I supposed was irresistible. I renewed my studies
with increased ardour, and soon declared that I could
make steam waggons, and endeavoured to communicate my
ideas to others; but, however practicable the tiling
appeared to me, my object only excited the ridicule of
those to whom it was known. But I persevered in ray
belief, and confirmed it by experiments that satisfied
me of its reality."^
Evans may have seen the atmospheric engine erected by Josiah
Hornblower in New Jersey in 1755% the year of his birth, but we know that
he learned much about these Newcomen engines from the book which fell into
his hands. We also know that he very early discerned the limitations of
these low-pressure engines. They used steam only for creating a vacuum,
allowing the "elastic power of steam" to go unharnessed. Evans saw the
possibilities of high-pressure steam engines, and his later life was
devoted to designing and building engines of this type.
But Oliver Evans' first inventions were more immediately related to
the world he knew in Delaware and in Maryland where he lived during the
Revolution. While serving his apprenticeship with the wheelwright, Oliver
Evans became interested in the manufacturing of cards^ used in combing wool
or cotton for spinning. He learned to make fine wire from American bar iron,
a not inconsiderable accomplishment. He then sought a way to speed up the
established method of cutting the wire by hand, inserting the pieces in the
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leather cards, and then bending each wire to shape. He invented a machine
which would cut and bend the wire teeth at the same time. He was commis
sioned to make such a machine which he guaranteed would cut five hundred
card-teeth per minute. The machine actually cut three thousand teeth per
minute. This was probably Evans' first successful invention; but it brought
him neither fame nor fortune.
During the Revolutionary War, Oliver Evans and his brother, Joseph,
opened a store on Tuckahoe Creek on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. The
reason for this move is not known, but it was during these years that Oliver
Evans became interested in improving the antiquated methods employed in the
grist mills which he saw all about him.
Evans announced to his friends that he intended to build a flour
mill which should take the grain from the wagon and carry it through all
the operation necessary to manufacture it into flour without the use of
manual labor. This announcement made little impression and even when the
boast became a reality his neighbors were not greatly impressed.
Early in the summer of 1783 Evans completed his mill elevator, the
0

first of five inventions which created automatic milling.

These inventions were

not all original with Evans, but their application to industry was entirely
new. The five mill improvements were:
1. The Elevator - This was an endless belt containing a series of wooden or
metal cups. The belt revolved over two pulleys and was enclosed within
a case to prevent spilling grain. This was essentially the old Persian
wheel of Egypt, (See Illustration, Footnote 6)
2. The Conveyor - This was nothing more than the Archimedean Screw, but
Evans was the first person to make practical use of it for moving solids.
The Evans mill contained two types of conveyors. One was an endless
metal screw put in motion in a trough. The second type was an eight
sided wooden shaft set on all sides with small inclining boards, called
flights, set in a spiral line. The type involved a change of principles
from a screw to that of plows, and was designed for moving warm meal.
(See Illustration, Footnote 6)

-53. The Hopper-boy? - This was an original invention designed to replace the
man or boy who stood by the hopper raking the raw grain, along with dust
and dirt, into the chute. It was a revolving rake twelve feet long
which continually stirred the grain, aerating it and guiding it into the
chute leading to the stones. (See Illustration, Footnote 7)
k. The Drill - This was an endless belt, like an elevator, but set either
horizontally or up a slight incline, and instead of buckets, there were
small rakes which drew the grain or meal along the bottom of the case.
(See Illustration, Footnote 7)
5 . The Descender - This was a belt on which the grain fell and was guided
to whatever chute or loading place was required. The belt was mounted
on rollers and moved only under the weight of the grain. (See Illustration,
Footnote 7)
Unable to convert the local millers to his new method of manufac
turing flour, Oliver Evans and two of his brothers bought a piece of land on
lied Clay Creek in 1782 and built their own mill, incorporating the five inno
vations. Evans then decided to grant licenses to other millers who wished to
install one or all of his inventions for themselves.
He petitioned the legislatures of Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and New Hampshire for exclusive rights to sell and use his invention. These
petitions varied from state to state. In some, Evans sought to protect his
card-making machine as well as his mill inventions. In others he included
his "steam wagon." The Delaware legislature acted favorably upon his petition
in January, 1787 > and other states followed soon after. The United States
Patent Office was set up in 1790 and Evans applied for and received a patent
to cover his milling improvements. Under this Federal Patent he was obliged
to relinquish his individual state patents.
1

This was only the beginning of Oliver Evans troubles. He encoun
tered great difficulty in teaching the millers to understand the utility of
his improvements and the millwrights how to construct and install them
properly. But the most exasperating problem was the protection of his patent
rights. In 1795, Evans wrote Caesar Rodney regarding a patent infringement
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of the first civil suits instituted by Evans, Twenty-one years later
Evans writes, "I am sixty-two years of age, and my time is wholly engrossed
by lawsuits, having fifteen of the most eminent counsel engaged to recover
the small sums I demand and to defend my rights"®
Evans was particularly incensed by the Brandywine millers because
of their reluctance to adopt his inventions. These conservative Quaker
millers were widely recognized as the country's leading producers of flour,
and as long as they rejected Evans' mill innovations other millers were in
clined to question his inventions. Evans later (1813-1811;) wrote of his
experiences with the Brandywine millers, but there is some evidence that
he over-stated his difficulties with these mill operators.^
"This opposition cost Mr, Evans thousands of dollars,
in the travelling of many thousands of miles, in fruit
less attempts to establish his invention; for wherever
his agents went, the enquiry was, 'have the Brandywine
millers adopted it?' the answer was 'no.'' which was
generally followed by this pertinent reply: 'if those
who are so much more extensively engaged in the manu
facture of flour, do not think it worth their attention,
it certainly cannot be worth ours.' It was thus the
Brandywine mills lost their preeminence in the United
States, and have descended to the second grade."^
Evans reported that he was approached by one of the Brandywine
millers (Joseph Tatnall) with the following propositi on :-^
"Oliver, we have had a meeting and agreed, that if thou
wilt furnish all the materials, and thy own boarding,
and come thyself to set up the machinery, in one of our
mills, thee may come and try; and if it answers a valuable
purpose, we will pay thy bills; but if it does not answer,
thee must take it all out again, and leave the mill just
as thee finds it, at thy own expence."
Evans considered this proposition embarrassing, since the efficacy
of his inventions had already been demonstrated, but he does not indicate
whether or not he actually conducted the requested experiment. Whatever the
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Brandywine mills by 1791 and the millers were publicly endorsing them.
The following testimonial is dated March 28, 1 7 9 1 . " ^
I
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; "We the subscribers, do hereby certify, that we have
introduced Oliver Evans's improvements into our mills
at Brandy wine, and have found them to answer, as
represented to us by a plate and description; also
to be a great saving of waste, labor, and expense,
and not subject to get out of order. We therefore
recommend them as well worthy the attention of those
concerned in manufacturing grain into flour."
Joseph Tatnall
Thomas Lea
Samuel Hollingsworth
Thomas Shallcross /
Cyrus Newlin
Oliver Evans and his brother Joseph traveled thousands of miles
in an effort to interest millers in his inventions. Near Baltimore Oliver
met the Ellicott brothers, the largest mill owners and farmers in Maryland
at this time. They owned several large flour mills on the Patapsco River
where William Moore, a Brandywine miller, had set up a flour mill in 1762.
In the Ellicotts, Evans found a kindred spirit. Not only were they among
the first to see the advantages of the mill improvements, but they were
also interested in steam power and discussed their own experiments in this
field with Evans. They were not, however, prepared to back him in building
"steam wagons."-^
With the expiration of his original patent in l80l|, Evans began
petitioning the Federal Government for an extension. Finally, in 1808
Congress authorized a renewal of patents rights on his mill improvements.
This was to run for an additional lh years, and covered the elevator, the
conveyor, the hopper-boy, the drill, and an improved kiln-drier. The
descender is not mentioned. For the use of his mill improvements Evans
charged 1;0.00 for mills having only one pair of stones. He had hoped to
v

-8collect some |10,000 before his patent term expired, but he barely made
his own expenses and those of the agents he was compelled to employ.
Among those who obtained a license for the Evans mill inventions
was George Washington. Oliver's brother, Evan Evans, personally installed
the equipment in the mill at Mount Vernon, and it continued to operate long
after Washington's death. The mill was completely restored in the 1930's.
Thomas Jefferson, always interested in new ideas and new inventions, obtained
a license to install the Evans equipment.^
Probably the best advertisement for the mill improvements was The
Young Mill-wright's and Miller's Guide, first published by Evans in 1795.
This book, which ran through fifteen American editions and was also pub
lished in French, was the best available handbook for millers, and is still
in use by the few remaining millers using water power. The Mill-wright' s
Guide explained in detail the construction and operation of an Evans-type
mill.
By 1792 Evans determined to move to Philadelphia hoping to find
a better outlet for M s ambitions and his inventions. Here in the Nation's
capital, Evans established himself as a mechanic, operated a store, continued
his experiments with steam power, developed several miscellaneous inventions,
and eventually became a successful manufacturer of steam engines.
In 1796 Evans obtained a patent for making millstones, which in
volved an improvement in construction and a method of balancing the stones.^
Another Evans invention was the screw mill for grinding Plaster of Paris
(gypsum) and other hard substances. The ground plaster was used by farmers
for fertilizer and for cementing pieces of burr stone together in making
mill stones. The invention consisted of a spiral screw set in any position
or in a grate. ^

It would break from one to two tens of gypsum an hour.

-9Evans also applied for a patent on stove and grate improvements and in I8OI4
he invented an ingenious method for obtaining an inflammable gas intended
for illumination^and together with Moses Coates of Chester County, Pennsylvania,
he invented and patented a straw cutting machine for reducing long feed to chaff.
His brother Evan Evans was also an inventor and in 1803 he and
Thomas Clark received a patent for an automatic flour packer. This was a
forerunner of the modern baling press.
Whatever mechanical device Oliver Evans encountered, he sought
to improve. His mill inventions revolutionized the milling industry, but
his work with steam engines was of even greater significance. He never lost
his early interest in steam power, even though he was frequently dismissed as
a visionary or a fanatic. Only Maryland had included his steam wagon in the
patent granted for his mill inventions, and no one would venture the necessary
capital to build such a vehicle. In 1800 Benjamin Latrobe publicly ridiculed
Evans' idea for steam locomotion, but Evans was not deterred. He wrote:
"In consequence of the determination above alluded to, I
hired workmen and went to work to make a steam waggon,
and had made considerable progress in the undertaking,
when the thought struck me, that, as my steam engine was
entirely different in form as well as in its principles,
from all others in use, I could obtain a patent for it
and apply it to mills more profitably than to waggons;
for, until now I apprehended that, as steam mills had
been used in England, I could only obtain a patent for
waggons and boats. I stopped the work immediately, and
discharged my hands, until I could arrange my engine for
mills; having laid aside the steam waggon for a time of
mo re lei sure."19
This was an important decision, for it concentrated the inventor's
efforts on a stationary steam engine which could be used for many different
purposes. The steam engines of Thomas Newcomen and those of James Watt were
low-pressure condensing engines, using pressure equal to the atmosphere, and
thus limited in power output by their size. Oliver Evans saw the advantage of
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to exert pressure on one side of the piston while a vacuum on the opposite
side exerted a pulling force. He submitted a set of specifications for
such an engine to the United States Patent Office in 1792. And another a
few years later.20 A patent was granted on February Ik, iQOk.
Evans already had a small steam engine in operation operating the
plaster grinder which he had also invented. His early boilers were either
made of wood, strongly hooped with iron or were entirely of metal. But as
the foundries of Pennsylvania and New Jersey improved the quality of their
wrought iron and cast iron, he switched entirely to metal boilers. Finally,
in 1806, he opened his own foundry — the Mars Works in Philadelphia. As
might be expected he invented a process for improving the texture of cast
iron. The high pressure engine required metal of great strength, and with
this problem solved Evans began a successful career as a manufacturer of
steam engines. Disappointments, litigations, and a variety of troubles com
bined to plague the inventor, but he did earn a fair living from his engines.
He did not give up his ideas for steam vehicles — on land and
water. He began the construction of a steam wagon in 1800, but gave it up
when he realized the investment of time and money which would be needed and
the uncertain reception which even a successful vehicle would receive. He
had shared his dream of steam travel with John Fitch, and had urged his fellowinventor to use paddle wheels rather than vertical oars on his experimental
steamboat.
Sometime in 1802 a letter from Evans to a gentleman in Kentucky
describing his steam engine and its suitability for propelling boats was
shown to Captain James McBver and M. Louis Valcourt, a French emigre. These
two men had contracted to build a steamboat to run between Natchez and New
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Evans used for grinding plaster, and commissioned him to build an engine
for their proposed boat. By the end of 1802, the engine and boiler had
arrived in New Orleans, having been sent by sea, and they were immediately
installed. But tragedy struck just before the trial run. A spring flood
floated the boat a half mile inland and ruined it beyond repair. The Oliver
Evans engine, however, was salvaged and was installed in a sawmill with great
success. It was so successful that irate hand sawyers, seeing themselves
replaced by machinery, destroyed the sawmill and the machinery.
In I8OJ4 Evans addressed the President of the Lancaster Turnpike
Company with a proposal for operating steam engines on the turnpike. He
supplied comparable cost figures to prove the advantages of steam, but he
received no encouragement. In the same year, however, Evans was awarded a
contract which allowed him to combine two of his most cherished dreams — a
steamboat and a steam wagon. This hybrid contraption was a dredging machine
ordered by the Philadelphia Board of Health. It was so designed by Evans
that the same engine could propel the vehicle on either land or water, and
21

Evans named it the ORUKTER AMPHIBOLOUS, or Amphibious Digger.

The equipment

on the dredging scow comprised the engine and a long iron boiler, 20 inches
in diameter, set in brick. The digging machinery was composed of a chain of
buckets, operated on the same principle as the Evans grain elevator.
In July, 1805 the first steam locomotive in America lumbered up
Market Street toward Center Square and circled the Waterworks Building. For
several days the ORUKTER was on display, but oddly enough it received no
attention in any Philadelphia newspapers, except in a notice which Evans,
pp

himself, had inserted in Relf's Philadelphia Gazette.

-12Another product of Evans' work with steam engines was The Abortion
of the Young Steam Engineer's Guide. This book, "an investigation of the
principles, construction and power of different Steam Engines," was rushed
into print prematurely. Evans was bedeviled by legal debts, critics of his
engine, failing eyesight and the responsibilities of a family. The book
was both a defense of his position and an effort to boost his income.
In spite of these difficulties Evans the businessman did prosper.
He designed and installed the first steam operated flour mill in the world
in Lexington, Kentucky and another in Pittsburgh. Orders for high pressure
engines for steamboats and for pumps came to the Mars Works which he operated
in Philadelphia. And in 1811 he organized the Pittsburgh Engine Company
operated by his son George Evans and Luther Stephens. He continued to make
2

improvements on his engine, and in 1811 designed The Columbian Engine.-^
Oliver Evans died a disappointed, harassed, and unhappy man in
1819. His invention had never received the acclaim he felt was justified,
and the financial returns were meager. His critics were loud and trouble
2

some, and news reached him on his deathbed that his Mars Works Foundry ^
had been destroyed by fire.
At Evans' death the controversy between high and low pressure
engines had not been completely resolved, but the future belonged to the
Evans engine. The high pressure engine together with his mill improvements
give Evans an important place in the history of American industry and
engineering. And his dreams surpassed his actual accomplishments.
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Photograph of 18th century Wool Cards.

Most of the rugs, carpets, linens, and clothes were made by hand in the home. The women
carded wool, after it had been washed and dried. The teeth of the wool-cards combed out the
matted fibres. These fibres were then
put on a spindle and twisted into yarn.
This was done by means of the spinning
wheel. The spinning was usually done
in the warm kitchen. The stool on which
the spinner sat was called a liriset.
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18. Illustration of Evan Evans' automatic flour packer.
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This is a business card used by Oliver Evans to advertise his mill
stones and mill supplies.
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16. Illustration of Oliver Evans' Screw Mil,

T h e Oliver E v a n s Screw M i l l , 1 7 9 5
from The Abortion of the YouHg Steam Engineer's
Guide 1 8 0 5
No. 1. plate I I . is a perpendicular section ot the mill with the screw set horizontally, which has been fount! the
best position.
A-B
the screw, which is tor b r e a k i n g plaster at the rate ot 2 tons per hour, is made by twisting a fiat iron
bar 5 or 6 inches broad, 1 V2 inches t h i c k , making the screw part 12 or 15 inches long. It is set to revolve
about 40 times in a minute, over a grate fixed in the b o t t o m ot a hopper strongly made and plated inside
with iron; the upper corner ot the bars ot the grate next to A is made highest, to c a t c h against the lumps
o f plaster, to prevent t h e m from slipping too freely before the screw, which is made to turn so as to drive
the plaster towards B , and causes the screw to press hard against the steel plate A, fixed there to keep the
screw stead\ to its place. The plaster, in large lumps, is thrown into the hopper at G, and broken by the
stroke ot a large h a m m e r , so t h a t the screw will t a k e hold ot it, ami as it is broken by the screw it falls
through the g r a t e 1), and is guided by a sloping spout B F. into the millstones, or into an e l e v a t o r ,
to be raised to the millstone hopper. A screen may be set in the b o t t o m o f this spout to let all t h a t the
screw makes sufficiently fine, pass through, to be guided by a second b o t t o m K to the proper, place, with
out passing through the stones.
r

19. Bathe, Oliver Evans, p. 68.
20. See Bathe, Oliver Evans, p. 3k for specifications. The illustration
is of an early Evans' high pressure engine.

PLATE X X

I he FIRST Recorded Picture o f the Ornkter
. imphibohs. FROM The Mechanic J u l y 1 8 3 4 ,
published at B o s t o n .
/ « M<? possession
of the T r a n s p o r t a t i o n
L i b r a r y , University of Michigan.
J U L Y ,

1834

[ F o r the M e c h a n i c ]
S T E A M

- C A R R I A G E S

I '".VIOA' STEAM-ENGINES. SEC PAGE 19G.J

A Quaint ENGRAVING
ol the Ornkter Ahnphibohs
s t e a m i n g up the
Delaware R i v e r .
Reproduced from T h o m p s o n
Westcott's
Ltfe of John Fitch
fSj?.

22. This announcement appeared in Relf s Philadelphia Gazette on July 1 3 , lSOS
f

TO T H E

PUBLIC

I n m y first a t t e m p t to m o v e the O R U K T E R AMPHIBOLOS, or AMPHIBIOUS DIGGER to the water b y

the power o f S t e a m , the wheels and axletrees proved insufficient to bear so great a burthen, and
having previously obtained the permission o f the B o a r d o f H e a l t h , (for whom this machine is con-<
structed) to gratify the citizens o f Philadelphia b y the sight o f this mechanical curiosity on the
supposition t h a t it m a y lead to useful improvements.
T h e workmen who had constructed it, voluntarily offered their labour to m a k e without wages,
other wheels and axletrees o f sufficient strength, and to receive as their reward one half o f the sum t h a t
m a y be received from a generous public for the sight thereof, the other half to be a t the disposal o f the
inventor, who pledges himself t h a t it shall be applied to defray the expense o f other new and useful
inventions, which he has already conceived and arranged in his mind, and which he will put in opera
tion only, when the money arising from the inventions he has already m a d e , will defray the expense.
T h e above machine is now to be seen moving round the C e n t e r S q u a r e a t the expense o f the
workmen, who expect 25 cents from every generous person who m a y c o m e to see its operation; b u t
all are invited to come and view it as well those who c a n n o t as those who c a n conveniently spare
the money.
OLIVER EVANS.

Model of t h e 100 I I . P . C o l u m b i a n Engine at F a i r m o u n t W a t e r - w o r k s .
Photograph
from original in T h e F r a n k l i n I n s t i t u t e M u s e u m .

c Me

(

T h e Oliver E v a n s C o l u m b i a n E n g i n e of I S M .
Reproduced from Xiles's Jf'eck!y Register 1813.
Courtesy of the Ridgwa) L i b r a r y .

2k. This is a bill covering two wheels made by Oliver Evans at the
Mars Works for E. I. du Pont.

